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Who would have thought…….
25 years!

There is a well known saying that
‘you should be careful what you
wish for’ and in 1991 when a small
group of West of Scotland MGCC
members got together to discuss
the possibility of forming a more
social orientated Centre in
Scotland they could never have
foreseen what would be the result
in 2017. Initially known as the
Caledonian Group the official
Centre was launched in 1992 and
between then and now has grown
to its largest ever membership,
taken over the original Scottish
Centre (formed in 1933) in 2008
and been awarded the Nuffield
Gold Cup in 2014 for the successful
running of the European Event of
the Year in Aviemore in 2013.
A lot has changed in these 25 years
but the ethos of enjoying using MG
motor cars of all ages for all sorts
of events and even occasionally
running events where no cars are
required has continued unchanged.
But all of this would not have been
possible without a guiding
committee and we have been

fortunate that over the years
many
people
have
put
extraordinary efforts into the
Centre. It would be unfair to
single anyone out but suffice to
say that in 25 years we have had
only 5 chairmen two of whom
served for pretty well 6 years
each.
Some of the initial events still run
today, The Chilly Willy in January
and the annual ‘Classic Touring
Rally’ as it was known. It started
off as a two day event in July and
has now morphed into the Three
Day Tour held annually on the
first weekend in May & this year
is based in Peebles.. as it was in
1992 (different hotel though!)
In 1992 the pre-1955 cars were
just thought of as old sports cars
but were used for their original
purpose. Now unfortunately they
are scarce on events as they have
become more valuable and
indeed many have left Scotland
for the south.
Then most events were West of
Scotland based but over the
ensuing years our wings have
spread out and we have run or

January 2017
attended
events
throughout
Scotland. As an MGCC Centre we
are one of the smaller ones but we
have the greatest land mass,
unfortunately a lot of it is
populated by deer, but we do our
best to serve MG Owners
nationwide. Probably our greatest
achievement was running EEOTY
in 2013. Three years of planning
resulted in 360 MGs and over 700
people coming from 24 different
countries to enjoy MG activities in
Aviemore. It’s unlikely we will see
that again.. although we would like
to win the Nuffield Trophy Again!
There was a time when MGCC
Scottish members were well
known at MG International at
Silverstone for winning driving
tests. Boyd Tunnock, Duncan
Paterson and others did well but
while some like Paul Luti & George
Cooper still compete at MG Live
the Caledonian Centre is perhaps
best known now for the quality of
it’s displays at Silverstone and for
the quality of it’s tours and show
displays throughout Scotland.
Times change!
Indeed they do but the basic ethos
of
enjoying
MG
continues
unchanged no matter whether it’s
in motor sport, in a show or in a
tour … just so long as it’s in an MG!
Thanks to the original founder
members and here’s to the next 25
years… Slainte mhath!

Chairman’s Comments
By David Reid
Here we are in 2017 already, it
seems like only yesterday that we
were putting the final touches to
the 2016 Events Calendar and
what a year it was.
We organised a record number of
events throughout the year and
introduced some new ones
including the Film and Ladies
night, Tribute Night, Aircraft
Carrier Visits and Fun Day and
BBQ held at Yetts O’ Muckhart, all
which were well attended and we
will be repeating most of them
again this year.
We also attended seven shows
last year again with good turn
outs, see the article on page 12.
Due to the effort mainly put in at
the shows we recruited some 50
new members over the year.
Tony Smith’s August Five Day
Tour was memorable both for the
scenic routes and the calf drama
on the last day. The slight changes
made to the one day runs were
also well received.
Looking forward to this year we
have cut the number of events by
four due to the pressure placed on
the Committee and the Members
who helped out or organised
events. We look to maintaining
the standard of events we run. So

far we have two events which are
sold out already, the Orkney Tour
in August being organised again
by Douglas and Tilly Arthur and
the September Three Day Tour to
Arran organised by Barclay and
Alison Henderson.
This year the Centre celebrates
it’s 25th anniversary with two
special events, one being the 25th
Anniversary Lunch in March and
the other being the May Three
Day Tour with routes to suit the
older cars and a 1930’s themed
night.
The web site continues to evolve
under our webmaster Willy Scott
who now has an assistant Iain
MacLeod to help him out, so many
thanks to both for the time they
spend in front of a computer
screen.
When I took on the role as
Chairman I indicated it would be
for a maximum of two years,
which takes us to the AGM in
April at which point I will be
standing down.
I have enjoyed my time as
Chairman (again!) which was
quite intense for the first six
months or so but we now have a
coherent dedicated Committee in

place which I hope will give the
new Chairman a good start.
The Committee will be putting two
proposals to the AGM this year the
first being to increase the size of
the Committee from ten to twelve
this will help spread the workload
and the second is a proposal to
change the entry fees for the one
and two day events. At the present
time it is £7.50p per car of which
20% goes to the VAT man, we are
proposing that this be changed to
£5 per person as opposed to
charging per car. This will be the
first increase since 2013 and will
help to cover the Centres
overheads.
I would like to take this
opportunity
to
thank
the
Committee and Members who
helped organise all 2016 events.

LANDSCAPING
For all your
Landscaping needs
Tel 0131 663 1777

25th Anniversary Lunch
Can it really be 25 years since the start of the MGCC Caledonian
Centre? How many of you have been members since the
beginning? If so you will really want to attend the 25th
Anniversary Lunch in Airth Castle near Falkirk on Sunday 26 th
March 2017. All members old or new will be welcome!
As was the case with our visit to Airth last year, we can promise
you a good lunch in a very pleasant venue with plenty of car
parking facilities, and the sort of good company you have come to
expect from the Caledonian Centre.
If you have never been to one of our lunches then now is the time
to come along and join in all the fun and to find out what the
Marque of Friendship means.
Full details on the events page of the website.
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Secretary’s Report

Editorial

By Nancy Crichton
The past year appears to have been one of the best for attracting new
members. The MGCC introduced an incentive for young people to join
the club and although not many of our new members are in the teenage
category they are younger than our current average age.
We signed up over 10 new members at the new Show in Glasgow,
Ignition, and around 7/8 at the Bo’ness Hill Climb Revival in September.
Currently we have 383 members which is approximately 25 more than
we had at this time last year.
The membership is constantly fluctuating with some members moving
to other areas and some just getting older and selling their MGs, so to
have a membership of 383 at this point is an achievement.
By sending a welcome letter to all new members and a list of our events
for the year many new members have attended events such as our “Fun
day and BBQ”, and the Bo’ness Heritage Show Event. I have been trying
to update the email addresses of the Caledonian members this year so
that they can receive the monthly email that Robert MacGillivray sends
out with great enthusiasm keeping the membership up to date with
forthcoming events. There are still a few members whose email address
I cannot get and if that is you and you would like to keep up to date then
please let me know your email address by getting in touch through
mgcalsec@yahoo.com
Our AGM will be on Tuesday 4th April 2017 at 7.30pm in the Royal Hotel
in the Bridge of Allan. Coffee, tea and cakes will be available from
7.00pm.
I would encourage as many members to attend as it is your club and the
committee needs to hear your opinions so that we can run the
Caledonian Centre for your enjoyment. If there is a topic that you would
like discussed at the AGM, contact chairman David Reid,
mgcc.caleychair@btinternet.com with the subject well in advance so
that we can include it in the agenda.
There is an entry form for the AGM on our website, so if you are coming
it would be helpful if you entered your name there. It isn’t strictly
necessary as the meeting is freely open to all members, but it helps to
know approximate numbers when dealing with the hotel.

Those of you who follow our
revitalised Facebook page (MG
Caledonian) may have noticed a
recent posting which said;
No matter your age, Or what
model you drive. No matter the
age of your model, We are all on
the same page.
Keeping MG alive!
At the Bo’ness Hillclimb show in
September it was good to see MGs
from the very early Midgets to the
more modern Zeds on display…
The judges thought so too when
they awarded us Best Car Club
Stand.
The MG Car Club in
general and the Caledonian
Centre in particular is a broad
church catering for people and
MG models of all ages and this
25th Anniversary edition of the
annual Newsletter is designed to
confirm that.
Hopefully there is something here
to suit every member with
articles on MGs from 1934 to the
early 2000s. Colin McLachlan in
particular
should
be
congratulated – or his PA should
be – for doing so well in the MMM
Register Car of the Year
Competition. In most cases he has
further to travel than any of his
competitors… so well done!
And finally may I encourage you
to support our sponsors. They
help us … but they need your
support.

The title 'Fish, Films and Flowers' really
tells you everything about the evening!
Fish suppers will be available on the night with
chicken, sausage or haggis alternatives for
those who don't want fish! And all are
accompanied by bread, butter and tea or
coffee!
Not only that but we will have a selection of
MG, motor sport and general car related films
to show. And for anyone not into motoring
films there will be a Flower Arranging
demonstration.

Thursday 26th January 6.30pm
For the second year we are running a Film
and Ladies Night at Kirkintilloch Golf Club
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So its an evening for both men and women, the
cost for all of this is a modest £8.00 per head
payable on booking.
Last year was a great evening and 2017 will
be even better!

President’s New Year Waffle
By Ron Spinks
Reading the front page of this
newsletter I am reminded that
Joan and I took part on the very
first Caledonian Classic Rally in
1992 in my 1959 MGA. Looking
back to these early days it’s hard
to believe but also a great pleasure
to see how the Centre has grown.

Of course these things don’t just
happen… many people have put
many hours into progressing the
Centre both on committee and off
and to all of them a special Thank
You is appropriate.
It doesn’t seem like 4 years since

From the Treasurer
By Leslie Duncan
2016 has been all quiet on the
Banking front, following on from
my sex change problems of 2015.
All has been running smoothly.
Our Club year end is nearly at a
close and again without wishing to
pre-judge the AGM report that I will
give, I am able to say that we have
had another successful year
financially, with a bank balance
that remains healthy. The Paypal

account that was opened last year
has been used to take deposits for
a number of events during the
year. These included the 3 day and
5 day tours, the film night, as well
as the 2017 events where
bookings are now being taken.
Last year I mentioned that we
were considering using the same
Paypal facility for regalia, but this
is up to Willy Scott, our

we all met in Aviemore to
celebrate the coming of age of the
Centre at 21, at the very special
European Event and now we are at
25 years. I wonder how many
present members will see the 50th
anniversary!
Anyway I hope you all have a safe
and Happy New Year driving your
MGs at Caledonian Centre events
and I hope to meet many of you
again this year.
webmaster
and
Barclay
Henderson, who deals with our
regalia. It will be up to them as to
whether or not this goes ahead. I
am not sure if the demand for
using this facility for regalia would
be worth the work needed by
them to put it into operation. I am
happy with whatever their
decision might be.
We are showing a healthy surplus
from our social events during
2016 and our overheads are well
under control. I would also like to
thank our sponsors for their
support during the year. I will give
a fuller report at our AGM in 2017.

You will recognise most of these youngsters

Do you know this car?

Restoration, servicing & parts for all MGs...

Call Paul on 01698 254141
Don’t forget to look up
the MG Caledonian
Facebook Page
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Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 4th April 2017
The AGM this year will again be held in the Royal Hotel, Bridge of Allan,
gathering at 7.00pm for coffee, tea and biscuits before the meeting at
7.30pm.
Under MG Car Club rules the Honorary President, Chairman, Vice
Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer have to stand down each year but
can stand for re-election.
Two Committee members are also required to step down each year,
Barclay Henderson and Tommy Arnott have completed a three-year
term and are due to stand down. Lorraine Noble-Thompson and Paul
Snee have been co-opted onto the committee since the last AGM. Again
they also are required to step down. All four can be nominated for reelection.
Nominations for any of the above posts should be in the hands of the
Secretary no later than Friday 17th March 2017. Please seek the
approval of anyone you wish to nominate and use the nomination paper
enclosed. Please note all nominations must have a proposer and
seconder.
Please come along and support your committee, it is your opportunity to
have your say on all matters relating to the Centre.

Nomination papers can be emailed to mgcalsec@yahoo.com or posted
to Nancy Crichton, 42 Turnberry Gardens, Cumbernauld, G68 0AZ.

Friday 10th to Sunday 12th March

In 2016 we arranged a Rod Stewart Tribute Weekend at
this venue and it was a great success, so this year we have
arranged another featuring Elvis this time.
Two night entertainment package including a full Crerar
Hotel breakfast each morning, three course dinner on
Friday and Saturday evening with live Elvis tribute act
after dinner on Saturday PLUS 20% off pre-booked Spa
Treatments.

As an international artiste
established in 1988 Paul
Thorpe has performed
1000’s of shows for Theatre,
Corporate, Weddings,
Private Events, Personal
Appearances, Radio & TV
Radio including ITV’s “Stars
in their Eyes“, GMTV, BBC1,
BBC2, STV, SKY NEWS,
ABC and NBC.
Cost: £100pp for the 2
night package (Dinner
Bed and Breakfast) with

entertainment.

TECHNICAL DAY
To be held on Sunday 19th February at 2pm
Our Technical Day will again return to Dreadnought
Garage Callander, lunch will be available beforehand
around 12/12.30pm at the Old Rectory before going down
to the garage for 2pm.
The topics to be covered will be wide and varied
interspersed with stories from Brian Luti! If there is a topic
you would like covered then let us know.
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There is no charge for the event but
we need to advise the hotel re
numbers so please indicate on the
booking form whether you require
lunch'

WSM
decision was made, then I had to
chose what kind of silver I wanted
a softer one .
The one I chose looks like a 1960
Jaguar silver, but actually it’s a
Hyundai silver (don’t tell anyone).

The car that’s always pleased to see you !
Lorraine’s Douglas tribute car!
by Lorraine Noble-Thompson
Before I decided to order my first
WSM I was the owner of a nice
round wheel arch midget mkIII
but then I attended a Healey
weekend at Goodwood in 2008
and took lots of pictures of Sprites,
Ashleys and Lenham bodies and
one which I kept returning to and I
thought was a very pretty looking
car, but at the time I didn’t know
its name was a WSM.

given his permission but didn’t
want a kit car and was very strict
who and how there were to be
built.

It was owned by Clive Cox and was
WSM number 210. I had a picture
of it pinned next to my computer
for ages. The car had a smiley face
that appealed to me.

I got to know Tony and Paul very
well and later decided that I
really wanted one of the new GTs.
They are built on a new body
frame on either a modified Sprite
or Midget chassis. Obviously I
could have used my own Midget
for this, but it was too nice I
didn’t want to cut it up. That put
the project on a sort of back
burner until I could source a
suitable car.

I didn’t think I could ever afford
one of the originals- there are only
six of the ten made left – and it’s a
rare occasion when one becomes
available. Besides, they’re all used
for racing, and I didn’t want a race
car: I wanted a road-going car that
I could perhaps use for a bit of
sprinting now and then.

With the suitable chassis found
Paul Woolmer started on the
build, I had to choose a colour.
Most of them were red as they
were this colour to compete with
Ferrari back in 1962. This proved
surprisingly tricky , until a chance
comment from Douglas WilsonSpratt helped me decide.

But then I heard rumours that
Tony Wilson Spratt (son of
Douglas W-S) and Paul Woolmer
were going to build 10 more of
these cars as they had in the 60’s
as Douglas Wilson -Spratt had

Douglas visited the Goodwood
Revival in 2008 and we chatted
on various things on WSMs, race
cars and planes. Douglas was a
true gentleman and we became
quite close over the development,
I could have chatted to him for
hours. (I found out after he
passed away that he always asked
after me and the build and looked
at me with the same kindred
spirit) …I still miss him.
Having discussed lots of colours
he said that he had never seen a
silver one, I liked that idea and on
that random comment the
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When Tony and Paul heard of my
choice they were less than
impressed and said that they
wouldn’t like it. But as the paint
went on they had to admit defeat
as they actually liked it .
Since the car’s first unveiling in
2012 the car has had many
complements for the choice of
colour on the outside and also the
grey interior trim. It wasn’t until it
was completed that I had even sat
inside one let alone drive it, so a
little reckless some may say, but I
know when things are right.

I was very pleased with the results
because, although it’s a girl’s car
its not a girly car.
I didn’t realise that the build
would take as long – about three
years from start to finish – but
largely because everything was
bespoke and this was the first
complete car from the sanction
two.
I had pictures of the cars from the
1960’s and I wanted mine to be

just like them as did DWS . So
initially I didn’t want door handles
or locks, but moving forward, we
thought it really ought to have a
bit more security.

It was never going to be a
concours car but then I didn’t
want it to be ..I just wanted it to be
as near to how they were made
previously.

I noticed in a few 1960 pics, one
car had door locks and these were
MGB GT tailgate locks, so I sourced
two of these and they did the trick
very nicely.

Now for the Technical part;

I also went for external door
hinges- these are Truimph Herald
boot hinges as are the bonnet
hinges ..this is what they did with
the originals, took bits from other
cars. The windows were sliding
perspex as well .
DWS chose the wheels, as well as
suggesting the colour. I had the
choice of wire or minilites’ and he
said “if you can’t get somebody to
wash your wire wheels all the
time, go for minilites”..hence the
minilites are now on the car.

While the fibreglass construction
is thick, the car is relatively light
approx 675 kilos, I have a 1380 cc
Oselli A class engine and a Toyota
5 speed box and different prop. I
did have a 4:2 dif and a race Cam
but took them out as I wanted a
fast road car and replaced them
with a 3:7 dif and a fast road cam
(which I got as present for my
50th). It easily cruises up and
down the country and keeps up
with the modern traffic. SU carbs
and when on the rolling road it
was 105 BHP at the Fly so quite a
quick little car ..

The seats were from an MX-5 mk1
and fitted perfectly and all
reupholstered when the interior
was done by PJM .
I knew what I wanted but
sometimes I did rely on a few
other people for advice on various
details .Other details I had inside
the car was a knurled finished
dash and the front screen is
electric, though it doesn’t really
show. Of course that’s not
authentic of the 1960’s
then
neither is the CD player with the
blue display, but I didn’t want any
ugly air ducts .

I wish I had a pound for every
time the car gets a complement
from women as well as men, as it
appeals to both.
I remember the first time I took it
to the Goodwood Revival cricket
match I parked in between two
Aston Martins and people were
gathering around the little WSM

Regalia for 2017
Barclay will be offering a wide range of regalia
in 2017, as well as the Caledonian Logo you can
now have simply the MG octagon logo which
can be on the sleeve, shoulder or breast.
Also on offer will be Regalia for our three main
Events this year, Tweed Valley 25, Orkney Tour
2017 and Isle of Arran 2017 as well as our 25th
Anniversary, pre-orders only.
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and ignoring the Astons, it can
certainly hold its own on these
occasions. Its been compared
with Ferrari 250/ baby
E-type/
Lotus Elan, I don’t mind these
comparisons but it is not a kit car!
I have recently had a splitter
added, as when the nose hits
speed this caused the nose to lift
and become a bit skittish the
splitter does the job quite well.
The running gear is all the same as
a Midget with the back suspension
being semi-elliptic rather than the
race quarter-elliptic springs.
My only regret is that as DWS took
a close interest in this car he
passed
away
before
the
completion, but I’m sure he would
have been pleased with the result.
And as a tribute to him the car is
known as the Douglas Wuzzum,
that's his signature on the back.
He knew it was going to be placed
there in his honour when I
obtained his signature, just a few
months before he died. I’ve got his
signature on the passenger side
dash so that he can always ride
with me.
I’m asked quite a lot as to the cost
of the build! To be honest during
the three year build the cost did
somewhat escalate as these
projects can and to be honest I
don’t know the final cost ..but its
over £35,000. I have the receipts
so one day I may add them up. But
he is a very special car and turns a
lot of heads.

MGA SPRING WEEKEND
6th - 9th May 2016

Organised by the MGA REGISTER

On arrival at the Raven Hall Hotel
at Ravenscar we were greeted by
magnificent views across to Robin
Hood’s Bay on a particularly warm
sunny day.
The Hotel was a welcome haven
having driven some 250 miles
from home – 5hours in an MGA
Coupe, not the most comfortable.
A total of 60 cars registered for the
run, 4 cars from the Caledonian
Centre including George and
Wendy Rome who usually
organise an annual MGA Run for
the Centre. One of our own
Caledonian members didn’t quite
make it so they were down to 59
cars. Participants were mainly
from England (with only the 3 cars
from Scotland), one as close as
Thornton-le-Dale and as far away
as Essex.
The scenery in The North
Yorkshire Moor National Park is
stunning and the Tour took us to
some interesting places, albeit we
sometimes got lost.

Our first day took us to Castle
Howard, of Brideshead Revisited
fame, via the picturesque Forge
Valley before crossing the flat
landscape of the Vale of Pickering.
We enjoyed lunch at Castle
Howard sitting out in the
courtyard soaking up the sun.
From there the tour headed
through the market town of

offered lots of stunning views but
allowed time for a trip on the
railway. We opted for the short
route as Barry is a Heartbeat fan.

by Nancy Crichton
Helmsley where there was time
for a little retail therapy, then into
the National Park passing through
attractive villages such as Huttonle-Hole to the open-air Ryedale
Folk Museum. On then to Rosedale
Abbey and from there an eightmile drive over Egton High Moor
to Egton Bridge. The Tour
continued through Egton to
Grosmont
and
visited
the
preserved station of the North
Yorkshire Moors Railway.
The destination in the afternoon
was Robin Hood’s Bay with its
steep village street down to the
tiny harbour, pedestrian only!
Unfortunately it was marred by a
severe haar (coastal fog) for the
uninitiated.
A short 10 miles more and the
tour was back after a very
enjoyable first day.
Barry and I did not complete the
afternoon as we took advantage of
visiting our friends Bridget and
Robert Laycock who for some time
have been exhibiting their 1926
Bentley at the Bo’ness Hill Climb
Classic Car Show. Barry was most
impressed by Robert’s garage
which contained the 1926 Bentley,
a 1920 Austin 20 Woody, a special
built by Robert with a Railton
engine, a Grenville which his son
George may bring to Bo’ness in
2017. The next garage contained a
very comprehensive array of
engineering machines including
lathes and milling machines
operated by George. Barry had to
be dragged out of there.
Day 2 was to “Heartbeat Country”
and Far North Riding.
There was a choice, the longer
route allowed you to explore
more of the Moors and the Esk
Valley whilst the shorter route still
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We saw the Aidensfield Arms and
just across the road, Scripps
Garage, although now it has no
grease or tools just ice cream and
knick-knacks for the tourists. Still,
a good photo opportunity!

The station was amazing and we
were lucky enough to see steam
trains coming in both directions,
although we did not “jump aboard”.
As it was another stunning
summer’s day we spent some
considerable time just watching
the world go by before making our

way south to Thornton-le-Dale
where there was the Matthewson’s
Classic Car showroom. The last leg
of the trip for all was through the
spectacular Troutsdale and back to
the Raven Hall Hotel.
The Gala Dinner was the Finale to a
great weekend where we had made
many new MGA friends.
Everyone we spoke to had a great
weekend and it was due entirely to
Stuart and Irene Mumby who
worked tirelessly to achieve such
an impressive Tour.

The Yella Fella Story.

by Glenn Neilson
The MG bug bit in 2006 when I
bought an R reg MGF as a second
car. With the bug still biting in
2008 I fancied a ZT as a family car
and bought a 52 plate MKI ZT V6
160 in Trophy Blue. I loved this
car to bits but my wife disliked it
due to visiting the fuel pump too
often. We sold it after 18 months
or so and bought a diesel Peugeot
407 SW with 100K on the clock.
This was a mistake because it was
never out of the garage for repairs
so I quickly made my mind up, it
had to go.
Like any self-respecting car buyer
I began trawling the ‘interweb’
and spotted a yellow ZT+ 1.8
Turbo on Gumtree in Ayrshire
with 27,500 mile on the clock. The
advert had been on Gumtree for
about four months and remained
unsold before the seller resorted
to “swap”. I thought there must be
something wrong with the car for
it to be unsold for so long. I soon
found out why on my first visit.
The owner told me he had turned
several buyers away because he
just didn’t like them! He was super
strict and the ZT was clearly his
baby so he wasn’t going to sell it
to just anyone. He told one

potential buyer to get off his
property and never return
because he said yellow was not
the original colour of the car.
Like many before me, I was duly
interviewed and vetted by the
owner. In total I made three visits
to him before he deemed me a
suitable buyer for his baby. I
think the deciding factor for him
was my intention to show the car
at shows. So the ZT became mine
with the condition that I take the
ZT to shows and events and send
him pictures. We agreed to swap
my awful diesel Peugeot 407 SW
for his ZT and £200 his way.
“Yella Fella” became mine in
2009. As soon as I drove Yella
Fella home, I knew I had a good
car.
ZT’s look great from the factory,
however I wanted to put my own
stamp on Yella Fella and make
modifications that look like they
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could have come from the factory
if MGR had been a bit more
adventurous so I entered the ‘dark
side’. The Rover 75 and ZT are
now being manufactured in China
by SAIC. Now called the Roewe
750 (Rover 75) and MG7 (MG ZT)
so new parts became available in
the UK.
This explains the altered front end.
It now has a Rover V8 front
bumper and MG7 grille. This was
the biggest modification and was
followed by MKI Yellow and Blue
Matrix seats, all blue LED dash and
switches, Double Din unit with Sat
Nav and digital TV, MGR side
skirts, 190 front brake upgrade
and re-sprayed yellow dash. At
this point I stopped modifying
because the car now appears as
good as I think it can and still
retains the factory look.
Yella Fella triggers some nice
comments as he’s the 7th of just 16
MKII’s made in Trophy Yellow
with only three of these with 1.8
Turbo engines and he’s is the only
Trophy Yellow ZT+ with a
Premium Bumper.
Yella Fella is currently at 64,000
miles and without a doubt, he is a
keeper. I’d be a fool to let him go.
Any ZT replacement would seem
dull in comparison. See you at the
shows in 2017!

The Triple-M Register
Car Of The Year
Championship

these. My season started with
Doune Hillclimb weekend in April,
and in my class I came fifth on
Saturday and second on Sunday,
both on handicap. The next week I
drove Emmy to Heysham for the
ferry to the Isle of Man, to take
part in the Manx Classic series, a
sprint and two hillclimbs, on
closed public roads of course. I
came second in my class in each of
the three events (the class was
very small), at least beating the
two other Triple-M cars taking
part.
Over to Ulster next, to take part in
the main annual Triple-M rally,
which finished with a hillclimb at
Cultra, just outside Belfast. I came
fourth overall in my class here,
managing to beat several other
vintage cars, including the ex
Prince Bira K3 Magnette (the
highlight of my year, that!).

by Colin McLachlan & Emmy.

I’ve been asked by Bob to write
about my competition exploits this
year, as at that time my 1934 MG
PA, Emmy, was leading the above
championship. I actually said I
would write this only if she won,
but Bob, knowing that we are
likely to slip down the table
during the final months, insisted
that I do it now. You can check the
current placing at the end of the
article.
For those of you driving “modern”
MGs (MGBs etc.), The term TripleM refers to the Midgets, Magnas,
and Magnettes built between 1929
and 1936 (to some of us the
Golden Age of MG). During this era
new models were introduced at an
alarming rate, and by modern
standards produced in surprising
small numbers. A total of 11581
cars (with ~20 different models)
were built during this period, of
which 3493 are on the Triple-M
Register, a survival rate of 30%.
In their day these cars were noted
for their lively performance, due
largely to the eminently tunable
overhead cam engine, and many

competition successes were
recorded. These results were
obtained over a broad range of
sporting activities, and in order
to encourage the continuation of
this tradition, the Register
initiated the COTY Championship
some years ago. This is regarded
as the primary Register award,
and covers all types of events,
including marshalling, where
Triple-M cars are involved. As
the name implies, the points
scored are for the car not the
driver. The rules are complicated
(not to say arcane). They are
designed
to
encourage
participation in the widest
variety of events, and tend (in my
opinion) to favour cars that do
well in open, non-MG events.
As I love to compete in my 1934
PA, Emmy, I’ve been increasing
taking part in sprints, hillclimbs,
autotests etc. in recent years, and
this current year has been
particularly busy. Many of the
Scottish events I enter have a
handicap class for the older cars,
and I’ve been rather lucky with
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Back in Scotland, I got lucky at
Forrestburn Hillclimb weekend,
organised by Monklands Sporting
Car
Club,
where
changing
conditions on the day favoured
Emmy, and we achieved two firsts
on handicap. The MSCC Grass
autotest a few weeks later again
proved favourable to a lowpowered vintage car with skinny
tyres, and with the rain on our
side we managed to beat all the
MX5s who were skidding all over
the place on their oversized
wheels. In between all these
driving events, I picked up a few

extra points at Glamis, where
Emmy got third prize in the pre-56
concours (there only were three
cars in the class!).
By this time all the hard driving
was taking its toll, and with oil
pressure down from 80psi to
60psi, I cancelled my entry to the
next MSCC Hillclimb, to save the
engine for Bo’ness. Bo’ness is a
wonderful event, with a great
atmosphere in the paddock. The
only problem is, they don’t have a
handicap in my class, resulting in a
fifth and a sixth place (out of
seven). I have an ongoing needle
match with Tom Richardson in his
Riley MPH. He beat me on
Saturday, but I beat him on
Sunday, so honours were even.
As I finish writing this, we have
slipped off COTY first place by a
few points. The engine is currently
having the main bearings remetalled, but I hope to get it back
in time for a last competition, a
Production
Car
Trial
at
Forrestburn in November. That
may not be enough, as there are
several trials specialists in the
club, and they have several events

soon down south before the end
of the year.
I’ve been checking on previous
Scottish COTY winners, and Carol
Cooper’s J2/PA won in 1988, the
year before I bought Emmy. The
late Mike Hawke’s J2 won six
times, and as he was living in
Scotland for a while, he may
qualify – I don’t know the dates
when he lived here. It would be
good to bring it back here again.

In spite of the engine problem, it
has been a great year for Emmy
and me, and we’ve had huge fun
together. It’s not difficult to take
part in these events, and there are
classes for all the different ages of
MG (though it has to be a Triple-M
to enter the COTY). Why not join
us next year?
Colin eventually finished in
second place.

April Satellite Run
Sunday 16th April
Get these lovely MGs out for
the first tour of the season!
There will be three starting points for this run and we will all assemble for lunch at Gloagburn Farm
Tibbermore Perth PH1 1QL. Gloagburn is noted throughout Perthshire for its excellent menu and shop.
We will be expected from 1.30 to 2.00 for a lunch of soup, sandwiches, tea/coffee and home baked
shortbread (£11.95per person). Lots of time for catch up chat in The Function Room!
The North Group will meet for the traditional breakfast roll at the Charlton Farm Coffee shop DD10 9EW
at 9.30 and the route to our lunch venue will traverse Angus, passing to the south of Forfar, through Glamis,
bypassing Coupar Angus and heading south west to Tibbermore via Luncarty. (Route Approx 60miles)
The East Run will start from Conifox Nurseries Garden Centre, Kirkliston EH29 9ER at 9.30 for breakfast
roll & tea/coffee at £4.95 per head.
The route will take you through South Queensferry over the Forth Road Bridge into Fife and onwards to
the Lomond Hills and Falkland (film location of Outlander) then Glenfarg and Dunning to Tibbermore.
(Route approx. 70 miles)
The West Run will begin with the usual breakfast of tea/coffee and roll from 9.30 at Westerwood Hotel,
by Cumbernauld G68 0EW at 9.30am. at a cost of £4.40 per head.
The route to Tibbermore will take us via Doune , Kippen and then to Muthill and Kinkell Bridge to our final
destination at the Gloagburn Farm Shop. (Route approx. 75 miles)
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Show Report

by Bob MacGillivray & Tony Smith
The show sub group met earlier in
the year with the following
agenda;
1)Review of equipment.
2)What
theme?

would

be

our

show

3)Which shows to attend.
And as a result we decided to
purchase, 3 new collapsible tables
complete with full monogrammed
covers, some banners based on
our theme, and some additional
bunting and flags to replace the
out of date MG 90 Theme. Of
course Bob already had a 6mx2m
Dealer’s ZED Banner and some
story boards (EBay no doubt!)
Our theme was to mark 15 years
of the ZR, ZS & ZT, ZED cars except
at Silverstone where Kimber
House had given a theme of
‘Heritage’ to work with … more of
that later
And shows to attend? Well some
new ones were announced this
year.. The Festival of Speed at
Kincardine Castle & The Ignition

Festival of Motoring at the SECC
and we decided to try them as
well as the usual favourites of
Stirling, Thirlestane, Silverstone,
Glamis & Bo’ness which meant
dropping Kames at least for this
year
As usual there needed to be a lot
of planning (especially as there
were
date
clashes
with
Thirlestane/Silverstone).
The
plans mainly consisted of Who,
What and How for Site Size, Car
Entry process set by Show
Organisers, cars we might expect
and encourage to come, catering,
and many volunteers.
We are never quite sure of all the
ingredients until the day!
So how did it go?
STIRLING: Site longer and
narrower than expected but we
managed to fill it completely with
our first try of the ZED car display
looking really good.
THIRLESTANE: Moved to a site
much larger than previously
advised so a bit short on cars but
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a stunning display including the
ZED car display. We had the CarBQ
as well. A beautiful sunny day
made the stand very popular with
a walkthrough feature. Second
prize awarded.
GLAMIS: Same site as last yeartoo large for the number of cars
coming with call offs due to
weather. We made the best of it
but Sunday was a washout for
everyone and the CarBQ
KINCARDINE CASTLE: This was a
new one, with a lot of potential. It
was very well attended by the
public but unfortunately the area
for club stands was almost
impassable due to rain which was
disappointing for us.
IGNITION: Another new one &
quite different from our normal
classic car show. We ran our
stand in partnership with the
Bo’ness Hillclimb people and with
5 MGs of varying ages on display
from 1934 to 2002. It was very
worthwhile with a large number
of new members gained.

BO’NESS: New site, new area
and presentation ring – just right.
A glorious 2 days with an
excellent display of all ages of MG.
We of course had our ZED car
display, the CarBQ, and a number
of
Caledonian
Members
competing on the hill. We tried an
open fronted stand which worked
really well. It allowed people in

easily to see the cars and our cars
out to the display ring. A most
enjoyable 2 days with good
weather, a visit by Eoin McLean’s
Scouts and others including Boyd
Tunnock (who joined there and
then as well as other new
memberships achieved). The
show was good fun with lots of
petrol used to keep Bob’s new M

Type going and of course we won
BEST STAND a great achievement
for the last show of 2016.
And Silverstone? Well it was
different… very different! The
theme given was Heritage …
whatever that means! We went
with the idea of continuation of
MG values……. MG down the
years… same spirit, same blood,
same heart, one father Cecil
Kimber…… so a ‘maternity ward’
was set up with a baby MG3 in an
incubator (with heart monitor!)
And with lines transferring blood
& spirit from a 1930s VA to the
‘baby’.
And as a piece de
resistance a life sized pic of Cecil
standing by looking on proudly at
his latest baby… and of course the
whole team in green scrubs.
Result? Many compliments & best
CRB stand!
So a lot of enjoyment for members,
the MGCC and Centre well
promoted and a record number of
new
members...
thanks
to
everyone who helped in anyway.
A good year overall…
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MG TB

Was lost and found again – twice

by Dughall Leask
Before the story begins let us
understand what a MG Midget
model TB is and was. Most people
will know what a MG TC is and
what it looks like, and the TB was
its
immediate
predecessor.
Launched in the summer of 1939
it had important improvements
over the prior model, the TA –
principally a different engine and
gearbox. But the war arrived in
September of that year and
production ended after only 378
had been built. So the TB, because
of its rarity, is a little bit special.
Even dyed-in-the-wool T-type
enthusiasts have to look closely at
pre-1950 cars to distinguish
which model they are examining.

front, and mounted on the
radiator cap, a rather racy Flying
Lady mascot.

All of this technical stuff was
unknown to this Albion apprentice
in 1962, but a fellow apprentice in
equal penury had found a MG
sports car in a scrapyard at
Anniesland on the banks of the
canal.

When the rotted trim was
removed from the rear wheel
arches it became obvious that
there was very little left of the
inner wheel arches and the
hidden portion of the rear wings
- they were in an advanced state
of rust/rot. The sidescreen
cupboard at the rear had
terminal rot in the wood and the
metal floor pressing. We would
have to remake and refit. For
some reason we removed the
front wings and found that the
chassis had a crack on the
driver's side, on the top flange
immediately above the front axle
bump stop. Even to me this
seemed a serious fault. With the
help of a work colleague the
crack was repaired.

With my then girlfriend Eileen,
and funds from her Dad, we
bought the car (memory says it
was for £30) from the scrap man.
Looking back it seems likely that
the car was within a whisker of
being scrapped and lost forever.
The registration was JPA847 and
the chassis was TB 0274 – the 23rd
car built.
The car appeared
complete but without batteries –
the scrap man must have had an
eye for the lead. We soon were
examining what we had bought.
The body was seriously rotted.
The inner rear wheel arches were
almost non-existent and the
rearmost woodwork was at the
point
of
collapse.
Very
distinctively it had Andre-Hartford
friction dampers visible at the

The car was complete but with
no battery, so we did not know
the potential of mechanical
problems, but on the positive
side the hood and side-screens
were very serviceable, and all the
instruments were present. The
windscreen
bottom
frame
brackets were obviously broken
and there were several broken
spokes in the wheels. The rear
spring trunnions were very
worn, as indeed were the chassis
tubes that held the bronze
trunnions.

The rear wings and inner wings
were rebuilt with fibreglass
reinforced with expanded metal.
The slab fuel tank was cleaned
out and re-painted and stored for
many months under Eileen’s bed.
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The three parts of the seats were
in poor condition and then
Eileen’s Mum bought red vinyl
leather cloth and made a set of
pleated covers for the seats,
although a poor quality form of
white plastic piping was used, due
to the ignorance of the apprentice
as to what to use for piping. These
recovered seats were to be
important fifty years later!
Gradually the car was reassembled. A friend attended to
some wiring defects and put a new
veneer on the dashboard. The
gearbox rear mounting bracket
was broken. The footwell floor
panels were very rotted and new
were made and fitted.
We
obtained another 19" road wheel
to replace the wheel with broken
spokes. Quite a lot of the car was
repainted in black by hand and the
underside of all four wings were
repainted in light blue - which
gave the car a racy look - shades of
WW2 fighter aircraft in mind
perhaps!! During the work the
engine block was found to be
cracked from the centre core plug
in the driver's side water gallery
immediately behind the exhaust
manifold
but
a
chemical
preparation sealed the light leak.
Months later after many hours of
work a new a battery was fitted,
and we had a running motor car.
The apprentice drove the car from
Glasgow to Aberdeen to William
Leask’s garage for final checking
where the windscreen frame was
fitted with new bottom corner

brackets and rubber seal, The
sump was dropped to fit a set of
big-end shells - and thereafter the
car was handed over to Eileen as
her first car.

There-after the car was her daily
drive and she participated in some
MGCC Scottish Centre events. I
guess that would have been
registered to her in September
1964 according to the documents.
In the summer of 1968 Eileen and
the apprentice were married, and
models of the car - made of icing decorated the wedding cake. The
recently married couple were in
need of something like a frontroom carpet and so it was that the
TB was sold to a girl Student at
Aberdeen University. It must be
remembered that this was still at
a time when two-seater MGs were
cheap and attractive to student
poseurs. This young woman had
an accident with the car and a new
fibreglass wing was fitted and
painted. And soon the car was lost
to view. Where did it go?
Jump on 50 years.
It is 2014 and the apprentice is by
this time now the retired
Journeyman. As is the wont of so
many retirees, he reflects on past
matters as any retired soul might
do. What would have become of
JPA847 and if indeed it still
existed. Do we all not wonder
what became of that first car?

The MGCC T register secretary
was able to tell me that this car
had been recently sold to a new
owner and was kind enough to
put me in touch Mike Bartell in
Doylestown PA. And yes – the
yellow car’s registration was
JPA847 and the published
number had been corrupted with
a typo. Mike was overjoyed to
find someone who was able to
provide a history of the car from
50 years ago, with pictures and a
movie made at the time. The car
itself was now in Ohio starting a
complete rebuild with Tom
Metcalf who runs a MG
restoration shop there and
trades as ‘Safetyfast’. (Some of
our members may have met him
as he attended Silverstone some
years ago). According to Tom the
car was in an advanced state of
decay and starting from the
chassis up, there was a great deal
to do.
Mike Bartell had already
researched as much as he could
on the car and he had the name
of the lady owner who bought
from Eileen and had a similar
note of the previous owner’s
name from whom the car had
been s destined to be scrapped.
This name had never featured in
our original restoration. It simply
had not been of interest. The
journeyman
took
up
the
challenge to trace this earlier
owner and after several blind
alleys traced a retired gentleman
in Bearsden – only a mile from
where Eileen presently lives! To

The T register had a single picture
of a barn-find yellow TB with the
registration JPA877. Now that was
close. Eventually an American
website showed several more
pictures of the same car and by
studying these closely that red
upholstery looked familiar with
its white piping and the front end
was showing Andre Hartford
dampers.
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say he was startled to hear news
of his own student day car was an
understatement. He was able to
provide a photo of himself as a
young man with the car which he
had used to travel from Dundee to
St. Andrews to pursue his studies.
The restoration was planned to be
completed in September 2015 and
Mike Bartell carried on his
correspondence with Scotland and
with news of progress on the car.
Then in Early 2016 Mike was able
to bring the completed car home
to Doylestown and begin to show
the car at events in the States,
where unsurprisingly, it has gone
on to win several prizes.
Just prior to its completion the
gentleman in Bearsden passed
away suddenly and it was a great
disappointment to Mike and to
everyone involved, that he did not
live to see his old car completed.
From the picture of the green/
green T-type, anoraks will note
that Mike chose to fit a double
spare wheel carrier to the rear
and also a rather fine pair of
headlamps. This may not sit
comfortably with those for whom
originality is the be-all and end-all,
but it has produced a rather fine
looking TB, for which Mike now
has a good file of history.
Mike Bartell would love to bring
the TB to the UK on a visit and I
daresay the car might feel quite at
home
parked
outside
the
University in St. Andrews.
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